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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

189304 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Allowed Values Allowed Values enhancement to support 3 parent fields
for a single child

This feature enhancement extends from 2 to 3, the
number of parents that an individual child field may have
in an allowed value relationship.

167402 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Attachments Allow the attachment file description to be optional as
opposed to always being required

The field ATTACH_FILE_DESC can now be configured
on both the add and edit screens to be optional as
opposed to always being required.

182416 Feature
Enhancement

N/A EV Mail EVMail -- DELIM_REGEX did not work EVMail's new configuration setup had a section referring
to DELIM_REGEX.  This indicated that it had not yet been
implemented.  With this release, the functionality has
been completed, allowing this section to be used to
determine the pattern to search for within incoming
emails.  Text following the pattern in the regular
expression will be discarded from the update.  The
purpose allows the original notification to be parsed and
only the latest text to be used in the update of the issue.

166199 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

New option to hide the ID field on all ExtraView screens There is a new behavior setting named HIDE_ISSUE_ID
that can be used to hide ExtraView's internal ID field on
all screens.

166770 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

Improved error messages for ajax transport errors Users had observed that Ajax transport errors were not
clear to inexperienced users.  The error messages have
been improved to be more self-explanatory.

185385 Feature
Enhancement

N/A General code
issues

The menubar at the top of the main frame will no longer
scroll with the remainder of the main frame

This feature enhancement freezes the menubar buttons
at the top of the main frame on the screen.  This means
that the buttons will always remain on the screen,
providing improved usability in that the user will never
need to scroll the screen to reach the menubar buttons.

182030 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Help system Ability to control Help page size The size of the help window that opens when a user
clicks on the Help button in the navigation bar has been
increased to just under 1000 pixels by 750 pixels.

167083 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Notification Include selected attachments with email notifications This new feature allows attachments selected with
checkboxes to be mailed as part of a generated email
notification. The feature is enabled with two new fields in
the database, one to allow the selection of the individual
attachments and one to control the overall addition of the
attachments to the generated notification.

162357 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report New mechanism to det default reports for new users Each role may now have reports defined that are to be
attached to new users who are created with that role.
This is of value in installations where you want to set up
new users who will all use the same Home Page reports
when they first sign on.

167712 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Alteration to filtering with dates to allow partial days in
filters

Previously, date filters could be created to provide a
range of days.  For example, the last 7 days could be
expressed as $$SYSDATE$$-7 to $$SYSDATE$$.  Only
whole numbers could be used.  This has been enhanced
to allow partial days, using decimal figures.
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181822 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Runtime filters with LDAP lookup set to YES when
LDAP_PRIMARYKEY and LDAP_EMAIL are both "uid"

It is now supported to map the same LDAP schema name
to multiple ExtraView configuration file properties, for
example, you can set:

LDAP_PRIMARYKEY = uid
LDAP_EMAIL = uid

189427 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Include the file name of any attachments on Excel (plain
output) reports

This enhancement places the file name(s) of any
attachment(s) on the output of a column report that has
the ATTACHMENT field specified.  If there are multiple
attachments, then a delimited list of attachments is
output.

165276 Product Bug 6.3.1 Add & Edit Ajax Timeout occured on edit screen after more than 10
seconds response times from the server

On large sites with many "visible if" or other
dependencies on the ID field within an edit screen, there
was a performance impact that would occasionally cause
Ajax refresh timeouts.  Given the value of the ID field
never changed, a different technique was used to handle
the logic, with s significant benefit to performance.

166347 Product Bug 6.3.1 Add & Edit List of Ambiguous Names window generated JavaScript
error when used with multi-value User fields

This was a bug that has been fixed

166713 Product Bug 6.3.1 Add & Edit Copy and pasting text into an HTML area field did not
save the pasted text with the record

If a user pasted text from a source external to the browser
into an HTML Area field, then saved the record, the
pasted text was not saved with the record.  The bug has
been fixed.

185266 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Allowed values - Transport error with List & Radio button
display type fields on Add screens

This issue occured with parent allowed values on an add
screen and corresponding child allowed values on
repeating rows.  With this configuration, and with the
selection of a child field value on the repeating row, an
ajax transport error would occur.

185372 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Improved peformance of allowed value lists when one list
contained a very large number of records

When a UDF list contained 50,000 plus entries, and was
part of an allowed value list, retrieving the child records
was rather slow.  The performance of this operation has
been improved significantly.

185454 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Fields values were cleared out after Ajax refresh of an
embedded layout

The problem occured when trying to perform an Ajax
refresh on some fields and on an embedded sub-layout at
the same time.  When this was configured, the result of
the Ajax refresh was that values within the sublayout were
cleared.

This has been fixed.
186365 Product Bug 6.2.3 Add & Edit Ajax refresh problem with the inbuilt field named

PRODUCT_NAME
Refresh rules that had fields dependent on the
PRODUCT_NAME field would not work consistently.  This
was fixed.

186366 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Operations following an Ajax time-out bypassed required
fields

If a user ignored an Ajax timeout condition and continued
to update an issue, then required fields would be ignored.
The length of time that the keyboard is locked while
waiting for the return from an Ajax call to the server has
been increased to eliminate this condition.

186369 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Add & Edit Hyperlink function in HTML Area field worked
inconsistently

Within an HTML Area field, clicking on a hyperlink would
not always initiate a link to the URL.  This was a timing
issue that has been fixed.
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186395 Product Bug 6.3.1 Add & Edit International characters with a european character set
were lost in attachment file description

International eauropean characters were lost within
attachment descriptions and the attachment user
information.  This was an escaping problem that was
fixed.

186246 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Administration Ability to change another user's password without
Administration access was possible

If a user took the source to the Change User's password
page and edited this with another user's details, they
could submit the page and reset that user's password.
This has been fixed so it's no longer possible to bypass
the appropriate controls.

189207 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Administration The user's first name disappeared when it was read-only
and an administrator updated the user's account
information

This was a bug that only happened in the unusual
configuration where the USER.FIRST_NAME field was
set to read-only.  This has been fixed.

181954 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Home Page Home page report sorting only worked for ascending
order, but not for descending order

This problem was introduced in version 6.3.1.1 and has
been solved so that Home Page report columns can be
sorted in both ascending and descending orders.

183505 Product Bug 6.3.1 Import and Export Default area/project values of the User performing file
imports were not picked up when importing users where
the area/project was not specified

When importing Users via the User Import functionality,
new Users are not inheriting the Area/Project value of the
User performing the Import.  They were getting set to
Area id=0, Project id=0 in the database.  This was fixed
so that the new users now take on the area and project of
the current user, unless different values are specified.

185448 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Import and Export Single-area metadata export/import failed to bring across
required security permissions and relationship groups

This has been fixed.

186351 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Layout Rendering "Update & Continue" button OnClick event no longer
called "setState" JavaScript and as a result never called
the "userJavaScriptUpdateBtn" user-custom JavaScript
function

This was fixed so the JavaScript was called correctly.

186392 Product Bug 6.3.1.0.2 Layout Rendering Fields with a display type of number appeared on
_SEARCH layouts with a decimal display

This was purely a cosmetic issue where numbers would
always appear with a decimal component on _SEARCH
type layouts.  This was fixed.

189432 Product Bug 6.2.3 Performance Optimizes query in in reports to reduce the impact in the
security_user table

In MySQL databases, a frequently used query within
reporting ran slowly, causing a performance impact in
busy sites with hundreds of users.  The query has been
optimized to remove the bottleneck it caused.

166793 Product Bug N/A Quickedit The PR_RESOLUTION.QUICKEDIT_BUTTON security
permission key only worked for the Global Area

Different permissions could not be set for other business
areas and projects.  This has been fixed.

181952 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Quickedit Quickedit on last row generated excessive white space on
Home Page reports

This only occured if the Home Page report used HTML
Area fields and if the user used Quickedit to modify the
last row of the report.  This was only a cosmetic issue, but
has been fixed.

186396 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Quickedit Quickedit sessions resized HTML Area fields once the
Quickedit was complete

This caused the HTML Area field to re-display too wide
and the user would have to scroll to see all its contents.
This has been fixed.

189214 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Quickedit HTML Area field did not display properly in Internet
Explorer 7 within Quickedit

This was an IE 7 bug only.  The rendering of HTML Area
fields within Quickedit sessions has now been altered to
minimize this problem.

185350 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Rules Engine Modal popup windows would freeze and become
uneditable when an ERROR rule was triggered

A business rule that triggered the ERROR condition on
the new modal popup edit or add screens would freeze
the modal window when the error dialog appeared.  This
has been fixed.
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189413 Product Bug 6.3.1.0.3 Rules Engine Mixed licensing scheme affected email rules based on
roles

This only affected sites which used a mixed licensing
scheme was in effect.  If there was an email rule that sent
email to a specific user role, then only the users with a
concurrent license would be added to the mailing list, and
users with a named license would not be added to the
mailing list.  This was fixed.

189206 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Search / Report Users could create report folders that they could not
delete

When using the Manage Report Folders button on the
Query page, users with user roles that do not have
access to save Public reports could create any number of
folders in the Public Reports folder, but they could not
delete them. This problem has been fixed.

183661 Product Bug 6.3.1.1 Zapatec HTML Area field color picker problem when entering Red
color values 080 thru 099

This was a minor problem with the color picker where red
color values could not be entered directly.  It was still
possible to use the sliders and the color blocks to select
colors.

186297 Configuration
Change

6.2.1.1 Database Changed indexes on the security_user table The indexes to the security_user table have been
reworked to provide an increase in performance in
accessing this frequently used table.

Count: 39 records
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